
ASGC Photo Contest Question & Answer

Q. Why is it necessary to read the rules?
A. When you read the rules you will (hopefully) understand all of the nuances of entering without 
making mistakes that may disqualify your entries from the competition.

Q. Why is ASGC having a photo contest?
A. Two reasons: first we want to raise awareness of the existence of the Audubon Society of 
Greater Cleveland, and second, we want to encourage people to get out and enjoy nature.

Q. Is this the same photo contest as the National Audubon Society?
A. There is no relationship between the ASGC photo contest and the national Audubon Society 
photo contest.

Q. I have a photo taken with my cell phone, why can I not enter it in the other categories?
A. You may enter it in any category you qualify to enter. However, the physical quality of a cell 
phone photo will never be able to compete with that of a dedicated camera. There are a lot of technical
reasons why this is the case, no matter what the cell phone manufacturer(s) try to tell you. During the 
judging process the images will be projected to a very large size and the differences will become very 
apparent at that point. So why penalize yourself if not necessary.

Q. I have what I think is an awesome photo taken with my cell phone that I would like to enter, but I 
want to make sure I”m not violating any of the rules. The photo was taken by holding the cell phone up 
to a small hole in order to see inside an owl box. A barn owl family had established residency in an owl 
box and it was thrilling to see the juveniles huddled together inside. They were not captive, but it was a 
man made box for them to use.
A. You are fine, that will be an acceptable subject as long as you did not disturb the family. Bird 
feeders, birdhouses and backyard photos are encouraged and are not considered captive unless the 
birds are prohibited from coming and going as they please.

Q. Never heard of RBG vs. CMYK until now.  What way do I have of knowing if my photos are RBG 
or RGB-saved?
A. At the risk of sounding flippant if you need to ask this question then you probably do not have 
anything to worry about, just submit your JPG file. The CMYK format issue is really addressed to 
people that have had photos published in a print medium like a magazine. Some people use Photo Shop
to alter/enhance their photos, one of the options in Photo Shop for exporting photos is CMYK format.

Q. It's very inconvenient for me to enter on the contest dates. Why can't people just upload now, 
and then someone on your end could take a look later?
A. We needed to set some parameters somewhere. We are sorry that you may find this time frame 
inconvenient but really, submitting your photos should not take more 5 to 10 minutes per photo.

Q. Is fee tax deductible?
A. That will need to be determined by the entrant and their tax advisor. We are a non-profit 
organization but for the photo contest will not be providing any receipt.

Q. Can Youths do 10 photos?
A. Youths may enter as many as 10 photos in the Youth category without charge.

Q. Can youths enter other categories?
A. Youths may enter any category but if they enter in other than youth they must pay for their 
entry.



Q. What do you mean by “digitally or otherwise altered beyond standard optimization?”
A. Correcting for color balance, lightness/darkness or removal of dust particles is acceptable 
other corrections are probably permissible. What is referred to here is the process of cutting/pasting or 
otherwise changing the photograph from what is a faithful representation of what was seen through the
camera's view finder at the time of the photo to something that never was. 

Q. How is a photo resized to comply with the submission standard?
A. Here is a quick and dirty method if you are using windows:

1. Make a copy of the image file. ... 
2. Open the image in Paint. ... 
3. Select the entire image. ... 
4. Click the "Resize" button. ... 
5. Use the "Resize" fields to change the size of the image. ... 
6. Click "OK" to see your resized image. ... 
7. Drag the canvas edges to match the resized image. ... 
8. Save your resized image. 

There should be a similar method if you use Apple products.

In addition this website has good information:

http://www.wikihow.com/Resize-a-JPEG

And last but not least try and Google “photo resizing”. Many resources will be listed; both on-
line utilities and down-loadable applications.

Another alternative way to reduce the resolution is to use either Photo Shop or GIMP. Both are 
very powerful image processing packages. Photo Shop is expensive but if you already have it 
and know how to use it go ahead. GIMP is free ware and if you do not already have Photo Shop
is a very excellent replacement, but does have a high learning curve.

Q. Why is it a requirement to resize the images for entry?
A. We are trying to keep entrants at about 700kB (or less) but we will accept up 1mB. This is just 
for judging purposes, this will put all photographs at a consistent level of image quality. After we have 
made our judging decisions we will request original sized JPEG photos from the winners. These limits 
are also imposed due to potential bandwidth issues and storage issues.

http://www.wikihow.com/Resize-a-JPEG

